
February Students of the Month - Honesty

Gr K - Mrs. Adams. Eleora Sledge is the Student of the Month. Eleora practices
honesty daily by being truthful in what she says and does in the classroom. She takes
ownership of her actions and tells the truth when problem solving. Keep up the great
work Eleora!

Gr K - Mrs. Gunderson. Lucan Davidson is our Student of the Month for February!
Lucan's moral compass is a constant. He shows his honesty and truthfulness in all that
he does. Even in difficult peer situations you can count on Lucan to be honest and do
the right thing. He is quick to tell you when something didn't go right and is quick to take
ownership for mistakes. Lucan's honesty is exemplary and something his peers can
look to for leadership. We are proud of Lucan and all that he does in the classroom and
we look forward to seeing where the rest of the year takes him!



Gr K - Ms. Ready. The Character Strong topic for February was Honesty. We learned
that honesty is being truthful in what you say and do. I am pleased to nominate Lucy
Heuer as our student of the month. Lucy demonstrates honesty in her work and through
her actions. She is a very hard worker and brings a positive attitude to school each day.
She brightens our school with her smile and kindness. Congratulations Lucy!

Gr 1 - Ms. Entinger. I nominate Mayla Fronk for student of the month. Mayla is honest
with her classmates and her teacher even at times that it may be difficult. Mayla is
consistent with her words and acknowledges when she makes a mistake. Mayla's
friends can trust her because of her honesty.

Gr 1 - Mrs. Myhre. My February nomination is Weston Holland. Weston demonstrates
honesty in and out of the classroom. His actions always match his words. He is very
considerate of others' feelings and is a great friend, helping others problem-solve by
encouraging them to be honest. He holds himself accountable and is truthful even when
it's difficult. He does not make excuses, does not blame, and always acts with integrity.

Gr 1 - Mr. Paulson. We are excited to announce Marianna Sayadeth-Gomez as our
February Student of the Month for honesty! Marianna has demonstrated exceptional
integrity and truthfulness, making her a shining example for her peers. Her commitment
to honesty makes her a positive role model within our school community. Through her
actions, Marianna exemplifies the values of trust, creating a positive and trustworthy
environment for all around her. We are proud to celebrate Marianna as our February
Student of the Month for honesty and commend her for representing such a
commendable trait. Congratulations, Marianna!

Gr 2 - Mrs. Bresnahan. Our student of the month for February is Diego Tabora Mejia.
February's Character Strong trait was Honesty; living truthfully in your words, actions
and thoughts. Diego displays all the Character Strong each and everyday. He is a kind
hearted friend toward all of his classmates. He is always helping out in the classroom.
He is always the first to help clean up a mess or help a classmate with a problem.
Diego is an excellent role model for his classmates. He is a joy to have in the
classroom.



Gr 2 - Mrs. Rice. Vayda Gilbert Is a wonderful example of how to live truthfully in your
words, actions and thoughts. She chooses to be honest, even in difficult situations and
clearly communicates with her teachers and classmates. We trust Vayda because of
her ability to be humble - she is always willing to share her own struggles and
celebrations. Her choices are well thought out and she is a kind, caring friend to all at
Humphrey Elementary! Way to go Vayda!

Gr 2 - Mrs. Shea. Maggie Antilla is a great example of honesty. She speaks honesty
both through her words and actions daily. She is a student who inspires other students
to be honest in their daily lives as well. Maggie is someone students and staff can trust.
Maggie thinks out her actions and choices before making them to ensure she is doing
what is right. Way to be a kind and honest student Maggie!

Gr 2 - Mrs. Lindstrom. Lainey Marketon shows honesty in our classroom by always
doing what’s “right,” even if she’s the only one doing it. Lainey looks for opportunities to
be a role model for positive behavior and builds trusting relationships throughout the
school. She is trustworthy and reliable in all she does, and enjoys being a helpful and
dependable part of our classroom community. Way to go, Lainey!

Gr 3 - Mrs. Johnson. Being an honest and sincere friend makes others feel cared about
and special. When a friend uses their kindness and truthfulness it shows a strong sense
of character. Cyrus Karels sets a great example of what it means to cooperate with
others, to be a kind friend, and to be the best 3rd grader he can be. Cyrus strives to
know the difference between right and wrong and when it’s time to step in and say
something. He chooses to tell the truth and to be kind every single day. Cyrus is a very
grateful, honest, and cooperative 3rd grader who is a caring friend to many. Keep up the
tremendous work Cyrus!

Gr 4 - Ms. Krueger. “Living truthfully in your words, actions and thoughts”. Eva
Gustafson is a great example for her classmates. Eva tells the truth in all moments and
is an example for others. She always is making the right choices and will remind her
friends to do the same. Keep up the great work!

Gr 4 - Ms. Larsen. Lily Lukach consistently stays true to herself, and is a very honest
student. She is always looking to do the right thing in the classroom, hallway, during
specials and at recess. She also always makes sure to look out for her classmates in a
positive way. Keep up the amazing work Lilly!


